Silica Information

United States Department of Labor – Overview information
- https://www.osha.gov/dsg/topics/silicacry stalline/

United States Department of Labor – Specific to the Construction Industry
- https://www.osha.gov/dsg/topics/silicacry stalline/construction.html

United States Department of Labor – VIDEO; Protecting Workers from Silica Hazards in the Workplace Video
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=-kQmLYqlR2A

Work Safely with Silica – Information website that helps lay out the hazards and create a job hazard analysis plan.
- https://www.silica-safe.org/

OSHA Academy – Training Course 851 – Silica Dust Safety in Construction
- https://www.oshatrain.org/courses/mods/851e.html